
I’m Kat. I am a creative hands-on learner. I enjoy a fast-paced, changing environment that allows me to
continually grow and avoid plateaus in my productivity. I am an avid learner and happy to go beyond to support 
the overall goal of the team, flex my creativity, and gain skills and experiences that will help me grow in my 
position.

BACHELORS OF FINE ARTS 
Virginia Commonwealth University School of the Arts - Richmond, VA
Major in Painting & Printmaking with a Minor in Media Studies      
ABROAD STUDIES
Stellenbosch University, Stellenbosch, South Africa

HI!

EDUCATION

EXPERIENCE
FREELANCE DESIGN - RICHMOND, VA
July 2018 - Present
Creating album cover designs and apparel for the band Sleave RVA. Created logos, designs, and helped 
in designing the websites for WoodUMakeIt and for Maya Blacken for her PR Portfolio and Saadias 
Juice Box. Created/ branded my yoga website and podcast, Katmccroryoga. Gained further skills in 
Photoshop, Illustrator, Premiere, and in designing Websites on Wix. 

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE IN SALES, MARKETING PARTNERS - RICHMOND, VA
February 2019 - September 2019
Face of the Brand of Valpak and Reach Magazine. Generated new business in the Richmond area through 
effective networking, referral generation and local prospecting, with a demonstrated passion and curiosity 
about local businesses, for what they do and what they need to grow and thrive. Gained a record 6 new clients 
in the first month of working. Went beyond my role of a sales job and started creating the ad designs for clients 
with the use and knowledge of Adobe InDesign and Photoshop, making more modern looking ads to appeal to 
a wider demographic. 

STUDIO MANAGER/ SOCIAL MEDIA, SAADIA’S JUICE BOX& YOGA BAR - RICHMOND, VA
September 2018 - April 2019 
Designed the billboard for the studio. Worked as a Studio Manager who had added responsibility of taking on 
marketing and social media work for the entire company. Helped to create online brand awareness for well-
ness and nutrition. Coordinated the creation of digital content for the company’s websites, emails, and social 
media accounts. Was responsible for driving all target goals for the studio such as: classes, private events, retail 
gatherings, and training/workshops. Was an active resource for clients and instructed staff in efficiently tailor-
ing studio resources to fit the individual and unique needs of said clients. Managed social media platforms to 
promote the studio, its instructors, workshops, and community outreach initiatives. Was the Point of Contact 
for the studio’s marketing needs. Suggested and implemented different marketing methods to increase profit-
ability for the studio.

OUTSIDE MARKETING/WINGS TEAM, RED BULL - RICHMOND, VA 
April  2017 - September  2018
I played an instrumental role as the eyes and ears of the Consumer Collecting team; every day, I promoted Red 
Bull products and branded in-market while gathering consumer insights that drove overall business up 30% in 
sales in 2018. Creating and implementing sales and marketing strategies to the product. Additionally, I was 
trusted with responsibilities beyond my job description, such as assisting the On Premise sales team with
acquiring new accounts and assisting in events around Red Bull branded activations.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT - DORLAND & DORLAND - COCHRANE, ON
May - July 2012 & June - August 2013
Worked at an accounting Firm for two summers in Ontario, Canada. Provided administrative 
support. Helped to transcribe all client files to digital formats. Gained valuable experience in excel by 
documenting client information. 

CELL        EMAIL                      LINKEDIN         WEBSITE
571.398.9580         KATTMCCRORY@GMAIL.COM           /KAT-MCCRORY/           KATMCCRORYART.COM



Personable
Passionate
Patient & Proficient

TECHNICAL SKILLS
AUCTIONED/SOLD

GROUP EXHIBITIONS

SOLO EXHIBITIONS

OTHER SKILLS

REFERENCES

MICROSOFT OFFICE

SOCIAL MEDIA

MICROSOFT EXCEL

COMMUNICATION

ADOBE PHOTOSHOP

BRANDING

ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR

OUTSIDE MARKETING

ADOBE PREMIERE

BRAND AWARENESS

2015        Chicago, IL “Obama”
                Chicago Symphony Auction
2016        “Two dogs in a Wagon”
              commissioned work Lorton, VA
2018       “You are Gone but Still There”
              Richmond, VA

2017        Richmond, VA, VCU  ‘Sell Hoe’ 
              curated by Kat McCrory
2018        Richmond, VA, Valet Gallery “Pit Stop”
              curated by Kat McCrory

2018      Richmond, VA “50 Shades of Gatorade” 
             VCU Siegel Center

2018        Richmond, VA, “Business Casual”
             curated by VCU seniors 

2016       Silverspring, MD, “The Root 2.0” 
             curated by Ohlafemi 

2016       Richmond, VA, “What Happened Here?” 
             curated by Anthony Sudol and Kat McCrory

2015       The Fridge, Washington, DC, “Seeing Sounds” 
             curated by Ohlafemi

         

2016       Formerly Known as Magazine Issue 5,                         
             New York City, NY & Montreal, PQ

MANAGER, CATIE KILMURY

Red Bull
804.869.3398 
catie.kilmury@redbull.com

PART OWNER, SCOTT BELL

Marketing Partners VA
scottb@marketingpartnersva.com

PUBLICATIONS



July 11, 2019
Dear Adam Brown,

 With enthusiasm, I am writing in response to the position of Production Coordinator at 
Ross Publishing. With previous experience working in design as well as marketing for Valpak 
and Reach Magazine, I have gained many skills in design, customer service, communication, 
and handling clients day to day. I believe I would be a great addition to the team and family at 
Ross Publishing.
 Although I graduated with a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree with a focus on Painting and 
Printmaking from VCU, I did much more than solely paint. As I experimented with different 
media, I slowly created my path to a passion for marketing that could lead to a potential career. 
As my passion evolved during my time at VCU, I created advertisements, videos, installations, 
and sound around the ideas of advertising, social media, brand awareness, and sales. After grad-
uating, I was hired as a Social Media Specialist which then was promoted to the Studio Manager 
at a local juice bar and yoga studio, Saadia’s Juice Box. I handle all the social media posts, created 
their website, handled instructors and clients needs, created a billboard, and assisted with the 
development of various marketing campaigns. I was prompted to pursue marketing further nd 
worked for Valpak and Reach Magazine, where I created relationships with clients, designed ads, 
and created and implemented sales and marketing strategies for the products.
 My previous experience combined with my creative background would make me a 
beneficial addition to your team. Creativity is not easy to teach, so being a creative gives me an 
advantage with the ability to think divergently. I am an avid learner who is willing to go beyond 
what I know to learn more from you and your company, while bringing my creativity to Ross 
Publishing to help achieve short-term and long-term goals within the company. Ross Publishing 
seems very family oriented and a great space to learn and grow, it would be wonderful to have 
the opportunity to be a part of that family and team.
 You can find my portfolio of selected works at https://www.katmccroryart.com, https://
www.katmccroryoga.com, and https://saadiasjuicebox.com. Thank you for your consideration 
and for taking the time to review my work. I look forward to hearing from you.

Kat McCrory
2507 E Broad St. #E
Richmond, VA
kattmccrory@gmail.com
571-398-9580
katmccroryart.om

Adam Brown
Ross Publishing
Richmond, VA

Sincerely,

Kat McCrory


